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Mon-Tue Jul 15-17

Fran’s Diary Mon Jul 17: 

...supper for John (maple ginger salmon; ginger 

rice and salad; strawberries & blueberries w. ice 

cream for dessert).

Fran’s Diary Tue Jul 18:

Supper on Peter & Penny’s deck: corn on the 

cob; crudité; spagetti with 2 sauses; and meat-

balls. Blueberries & chocolate shakes & OH YES, 

Pete has a fuzzy water maker - quite a different 

style from ours & seems to fizz more.

Sam sleeps with Sarah & F & B in the van.

Fran’s Diary Sun Jul 15: [267011 km]

3:00 pm: leave for ferry - make the 4:00 pm 

ferry (almost the last car). Find a table and do 

some trip planning.
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Wed Jul 18

Fran’s Diary Wed Jul 18:

OH GOD!!! The battery light flickering & some 

other light is on. What does it mean? After lots 

of checking through the shop manual’s electric 

chapter & starting to worry it was the oil pres-

sure Bill is quietly and calmly freaking out!! 

Then he figured out it is th
e park brake - it is 

slightly engaged. Brake off, light out, all is well.
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Fran’s Diary Wed Jul 18:

Stopped and walked down to Alexandra 

Bridge.

2:05: Arrive Hell’s Gate

3:40: enroute to Lytton

6:30: Kamloops for supper (Wendy’s; find a 

Starbucks for Fran)

9:30-10:00: Arrive at Wilma & Gary’s. Fruit, 

cheese & coffee & then settled in our beds. 

Given the slides & flooding we have to drink & 

brush our teeth with bottled water.
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Thu-Fri Jul 19-20

Fran’s Diary Thu Jul 19:

Lunch and then a tour of Sicamous and the 

flooding and slide areas. Then it was on to 

Craigellachie and the Last Spike memorial....

Tour through Malakwa on the way back to 

pick up the van. Bill had a guy checking the 

brakes (all was well). An ice cream stop & 

then home to make supper.

Fran’s Diary Fri Jul 20:

9:30 am: All packed & on the road in tandem 

with Wilma & Gary after posting our cards....
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Fran’s Diary Fri Jul 20:

4:00 pm: 3 deer on the right side of road

4:15: black bear heading west on left side

7:00 pm: arrive Lake Louise to a traffic jam!!!

Get settled in A2 & make supper: fried up 

leftover potatoes & mushrooms; baked beans & 

raw veggies. A gentle rain begins after cleanup. 

Gary to bed; Bill & Wilma play crib; Sam & Fran 

check the map for the trip to Calgary.
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Sat Jul 21

Fran’s Diary Sat Jul 21:

11:00 am: Head out in tandem 

to the Icefields Parkway. Stop 

in the road with other gawk-

ers to see what is up. It is a 

small black bear. Sam is out to 

take photos. Then we realize 

the tank is low, Gary’s is too, 

so we turn back a few km to 

Saskatchewan River Crossing 

- gas is $1.64/lit!!! We stay for 

lunch: lovely soups & delicious 

chili.

Fran’s Diary Sat Jul 21:
Heading back to G2 at our campsite must take half the time!! We sure 
didn’t have much power climbing the hills — even floored we dropped 
to 40 km/h on occasion and rarely go above 80 km/h. Stop at Lake 
Louise shopping area to pick up some groceries for supper including 
marshmallows, graham crackers, & chocolate. Back at G2 supper is a 
variation of Golden Risotto (from “Cooking for Camp and Trail”), fried 
ham, leftover veggies with 5-layer dip. Gary is the first to bed. Bill & 
Wilma settle in for another game of crib. Sam worked on her guitar. I 
sit watching all the action.
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Sun Jul 22

Fran’s Diary Sun Jul 22:
Head up to Lake Louise after breakfast. The 
traffic of tourists is incredible — almost 
enough to spoil the view of the lake. Folks are 
queuing up for photo ops on the lakeshore.

Fran’s Diary Sun Jul 
22:
Wilma & Gary head 
home.
11:30 am: are on the 
road to Banff.
12:25: Banff. Do some 
exploring, replace 
Sam’s earbuds. Pick 
up some groceries at 
Safeway and — at 
Sam’s suggestion — 
our lunch: tuscan 
chicken sandwish, 
ham & swiss cheese, 
orange juice, a Star-
buck’s latte, and java 
chip frappachino for 
Sam. She found the 
double-back gate into 
the grassy play area 
for lunch.
2:34: Leave for Can-
more.
5:34: arrive Strath-
more. See a Canadian 
Tire so pick up some 
new pots. 
7:30 pm: arrive at the 
Dinosaur R.V. Park 
in Drumheller.
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Mon Jul 23
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Fran’s Diary Mon Jul 23:

11:30 am: Leave RV Dinosaur Park for Royal 

Tyrrell Museum.

4:45 pm: leave museum for Medicine Hat.

8:15 pm: arrive Quality Inn, Med. Hat

Tue Jul 24

No 

you didn’t —
 we 

got to Medicine Hat, th
en 

Swift C
urrent, th

en Herbert 

— so you weren’t confused.
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Fran’s Diary Tue Jul 24:

10:45: downtown Medicine Hat — chess set, 

etc. 
World’s Largest Teepee.

4:30 - 5:30 pm: Herbert

7:45 pm: Arrive Moose Jaw & River Park 

Campground. Assigned site #10 under a 

lovely grove of trees.

12:30 am to Bed!!! Sam is working on her blog 

& Bill is online. I’m catching up with my 

journal.

Tue Jul 24
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Fran’s Diary Wed Jul 25:

11:45 am: left the site for the Tunnels. 45-50 

min. tour of Passage to Fortune.

1:35 pm: after Sobey’s for groceries, lunch at 

Timmy’s, photo of Mac the Moose, and gas at 

the Co-op we hit the road for Regina (Fran 

driving). Hit the Parliament Buildings for 

Sam & then visit the RCMP Heritage Centre. 

The historical displays are both informa-

tive & fascinating. The hands-on Forensic 

display is very well done. It takes us through 

the clues collected at a crime scene & how 

they are tested. At each point the tourist 

gets to make some “guesses” before being told 

the actual results. The plan was to camp at 

Moosomin but it was about 4:30 or 5 pm & 

we decided it was too far. Opted instead to 

camp at Fort Qu’Appelle. It takes about 45 

min to leave the city — lots of traffic.

Fran’s Diary Wed Jul 25:

7:30 pm arrive at Fort Campground. The 

sign says “find your own site” so we do. 

There has been heavy rain & many sites look 

like mini lakes. We find a dry one at #5.

Get set up with awning in case of rain! Once 

it is cozy we start supper: hash browns; 

ceasar salad & “scromlet” with onions, 

peppers, ham &cheese. Dessert for F&B is 

toasted bagel with Wilma’s jam; for Sam it 

is Smores. After supper & cozy in the van 

Bill reads some of his mother’s stories about 

growing up on the prairie; Sam works on her 

journal & we plan tomorrow. It is midnight 

before we are all snuggled in bed.

Wed Jul 25
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Thu Jul 26
Fran’s Diary Thu Jul 26:

8:15 am: we are all up and about & planning 

to leave by 10 at the latest.

9:30 am: we’re ready!! so have a trip to the 

WC & then a brief walk down by Echo Lake 

in the campground.

10:00 am: on the road (Fran driving) We 

check out the tourist booths & take highway 

56 to Indian Head and the TC. We are on the 

north side of the valley & the drive is lovely 

& windy with many chances to look out over 

the valley. This is my favorite drive after 

the majesty of the mountain routes. When 

we climb out for the last run to Indian Head 

we get some great photos of the valley in 

contrast to the upper flat prairie land. Good 

photos as well of the north & south facing 

slopes: the former treed and the latter with 

more grasses.

12:30: lunch at Wongs in Moosomin — the lo-

cal Chinese restaurant. Then down the road 

to Rocanville where Bill’s mum grew up....

Bought a great necklace at a little shop in 

Rocanville ($5).

4:25 pm: cross into Manitoba.

Check out the tourist info & the way to 

Spruce Woods. It’s likely another hour’s 

drive. I’m not up to it so we change our plans 

— the camp destination is now 24 km away 

at Carberry Municipal Campground. When 

we find it — it is just a BB Park with some 

trailer/RV hookups & Tables. It is 7:45pm — 

we stay put.

We enjoy corn on the cob & Sam’s taco salad 

for supper. But only after what is becoming 

the end-of-the-day grump/slump/pout. Fortu-

nately, it doesn’t last long.
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Fri Jul 27

Fran’s Diary Fri Jul 27: Today is my history day and it begins 1/2 hr 
or so out of Carberry in Sidney. It’s easy to find the Mance (46 Maple 
St), the Church, and the Church Hill where we tobogganed in the win-
ter. The church is being lived in & the house is a storage depot - perhaps 
for the stuff from the museum that doesn’t seem to have materialized. 
The school has changed too, but the plaque tells the story & I can see the 
original foundations & dimensions of my grade-school room & all. The 
building has an addition out the back & the new curling rink is built 
out the side. It is the new “community centre”. Trana Calvert was my 
teacher.
We checked out the General Store since it is also the Post Office & we 
wanted a Sidney postmark on the postcards to Jim, John, and Wilma. 
There we got talking with Brenda, the new owner. She has lived there 
all her life — her mother went to the same school but the group photo 
in the Sidney History Book is for 1953 so I guess she was younger or 
perhaps older than me. We left in the summer of ‘52 for Fort Gary UC. 

Brenda invited us in to her coffee shop (the old bank) & brought out the Sidney history book. 
She gave us a couple of Sidney placemats & we promised to send copies of the Sidney Chips 
(Dad’s newspaper column). Sam is hungry (it’s almost noon) so we settle into a picnic table 
across from the General Store for lunch: bagels, apples, cheese, and Wilma’s blackberry jam.
Then it’s off to Wpg & more of my history. I navigate us in via 85 Portage Ave....Bill is intent 
on locating Stella Mission. About the time I am ready to give up, Bill stops at a store to get 
some maps. He finds where we are and is able to locate Stella St...we check out several dead-
ends and find what must be Stella Mission at Stella & Powers. And it is!!. There is a plaque for 
J.S. Woodsworth — the minister before Grandpa Shaver. It is getting a facelift but still in op-
eration as a community ED Project. Noone is home — it is after 3:30 & only the painters etc. 
are there. The entrance was changed long ago & no longer has the front steps up to the second 
floor. We need wifi to locate Shaver Park so we just head to the VIA station. We are unable 
to find the park, so decide to check out The Forks shopping area before heading to Steinbach. 
Arrive about 8:45 pm. Sam is really in stride & is very helpful with setup & takedown.
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Sat Jul 28
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Fran’s Diary Sat Jul 28: (Steinbach Camp-
ground)
I’m up at 7:15 and off to wash, take my bone 
pill, & heat water for my first coffee. It is an 
absolutely beautiful Prairie Day!!!
Steinbach Village is wonderful. Though not 
a working village like UC Village the site 
plaques provide good info as does the histori-
cal display of the anabaptist (Mennonite) 
journeys to avoid persecution. I forgot to get 
a postcard but pick up some great little gifts 

& some very ribald (even racey) cards they, once again, are a surprise given the staid, traditional 
stereotype of teh people.
Faspa for lunch in the Village Cafe: borsch; cheese; bk bread; rhubarb jam; varenika, & cole slaw.
7:30 pm: arriveDryden Comfort Inn.

Sun Jul 29

Fran’s Diary Sun Jul 29

9:00 am: Bill throws open the drapes. It looks cloudy with 

sunny openings. However, by the time we are packing to leave 

the skies have opened up and it is pouring down. The weather 

channel reports risk of thunder storms to come...I guess we 

won’t see Raleigh Falls or Katherine’s Cove. Bill is off to get 

coolant and a hose at Canadian Tire. Sam is blogging & I am 

catching up the journal. THANK GOODNESS we didn’t camp.

11:20 am: We are on the road again — the rain has abated.

1:56 pm: stop at Upsala for a pee & stay for lunch. It is the Beef 

& Black Bean Soup that catches Bill’s eye. So we stay! Bill & I 

have the soup & Sam has a Ceasar Salad. Both are tasty. Then 

it is home-made pie for dessert: apple, blueberry, and rasp-

berry.
There is a power failure but the basics keep working with a 

generator. However, the gas pump can’t work & the wash-

rooms are closed -— electricity is needed to pump the water.

2:45 pm: on the road again.

3:35 we cross the time zone and are really 4:45 pm: we stop in 

a Kakabeka Falls — lots of water coming over the falls due to 

all the recent rain. We meet 2 women cycling from Whitehorse 

to NL — both are from Winnipeg. Bill gives them some tips for 

coming into Mtl (the Oka Ferry route). Off again — this time 

our next stop will be Belluz Farms.

We lose track of route 130 but check in 

at Tim Hortons and get re-directed by 

a woman who lives on Candy Mountain 

Drive. Once back on track it is an easy 

run to the farm and a warm welcome 

from Don, Claire, & June Stewardson 

(~6:30 pm). We settle in to supper & some 

catch-up conversations. Phone Patti & 

David, Lance & Janet, & Frances & Tony 

to set up some lunch and coffee dates. 

More conversation, some Olympics, plans 

to do laundry on the morrow. Then to 

bed: Sam in the house & B&F in the van.
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Fran’s Diary Mon Jul 30:
10:30 am:
   Visit with Lance & Janet
12:00: Patti & David, Lynn & David, Don & Claire for lunch.
Waterfront Gargoyles
3:00 pm: visit with Tony & Frances
5:30 pm: Back at farm/laundry
Kevin, Judy, Lili, & Finn join us for supper

Mon Jul 30
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Fran’s Diary Tue Jul 31:

9:15: off to check out the farm, greenhouse, and store & to say 

goodbye. Just as I’m leaving, Lily shows up with a gift for Sam: 

a Belluz Farm Magnet & a home-made one for Thunder Bay  — 

her response to our story about being unable to find a magnet 

on our Monday search.

10:30: on the road — Fran at the wheel — then Bill, then Fran, 

then trouble at 271114 km — just outside of Pays Plat — we are 

burning oil!!!

Tue Jul 31

Bill’s e-mail to Grant (Victoria mechanic): Hi Grant, We’re in Schreiber ON after a tow from about 30 k 
west of here. As we were climbing a hill Fran noticed plenty of blue smoke out the back.
The engine bottom was covered with oil but the dip stick showed little if any engine oil loss. I didn’t want 
to chance it so limped to a small cafe with a phone and arranged for a tow to Schreiber.
It was diffi cult to identify the source of the leak, but on the hoist it looks like it wasn’t engine related, but 
somewhere associated with the transmission. This would be consistent with something I noticed when 
‘limping’ to a phone: an occasional delay in the engagement with the engine when moving from a stop to 
movement forward or backward.
The garage mechanic said he can spend more time on it tomorrow so we are hanging out here tonight 
and he will see what can be done tomorrow.
No vw dealers or parts here so I’m not sure what to expect.
Any advice?
Regards, Bill
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Wed Aug 1

Fran’s Diary Wed Aug 1

2:30 pm: left the Circle Route Motel in Schreiber 

for Wawa.

6:00 pm: and early stop because we’re all tired 

& unsure of finding a place further on. We check 

in at the Wawa info centre — right next to the 

dreaded goose — to check in on Katherine’s Cove 

(45 min down the road) & locate a cheap hotel. 

We pick the Bristol Motel — mostly because of the 

storm threat.

Thu Aug 2

E-mail from Bob Shapton upon receiving Fran’s note that we 
might be late in arriving.
Sent: August 1, 2012 6:03 AM
To: Frances M. Shaver; reimer@alcor.concordia.ca; Bob Shap-
ton
Subject: Re: Trouble enroute

Gosh, sorry to hear that! Hope it’s not too serious. Let us know 
when you fi nd out what the trouble is. ‘Experience is what you 
get when you don’t get what you expect.’
Bob
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Fran’s Diary Thu Aug 2

7:30 am: alarm & breakfast in the room.

9:15: en route to Cdn Tire, Post Office, & gas.

9:40: on the road.

Sam’s magnets are looking fantastic — and so many!! At Car-

berry she started archiving the first ones to the bottom of the 

catch-all trough.

45 min out of Wawa we stop at Katherine’s Cove.

271700 km: outside of Sault Ste Marie: Bison near H548 & Rich-

ard’s Landing turnoff.

2:20: Bruce Mines Picnic for lunch (lv 3:15)

Espagnola — ice cream

1 hr more to Mine Mills 598 Campsite (~7:00 PM) in Sudbury 

#13.
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Fri Aug 3

Fran’s Diary Fri Aug 3

8:50 am: packed, in the van, and ready to leave for Science 

North
9:30 am: arrive Science North (Pickle Lake Fire 4D movie)

1:00 pm: leave for the Big Nickel.

1:50 pm: gassed up and enroute on 69.

6:00 pm: Barrie for ice cream at DQ

7:00 pm: arrive at Shapton’s in Caledon.
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Sat Aug 4
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Sat Aug 4

Sun Aug 5
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Fran’s Diary Sun Aug 5

1:30 pm: arrive Nigara Falls Info Centre — pouring rain so 

choose to motel it. Locate one by phone called Kings Inn. Get 

organized in our hotel & then all nap & watch some Olympics. 

When we awake & head to the falls it is bright and sunny.

Lots of people at the falls & they (the falls) are even more spec-

tacular than I remember. It looks like there will be lots of mag-

nets for Sam to choose from.

~8:00 pm: we decide it is time for supper & head to Sam’s choice 

— the Internatioal Buffet — near Table Rock. Some tasty choices 

available but NOT very international.

10:00 pm: Fireworks over the falls, more walking and peering 

over THEN a BIG fuss & flurry - apparently someone fell or 

jumped in. We head back before learning the whole story.

[We saw in the press a few days later that a Japanese student 

from Brock U. had climbed on the wall for a picture, lost her bal-

ance, and fell in. Very sad!]

Mon Aug 6
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Fran’s Diary Mon Aug 6:

The Journey Behond the Falls: This time with yellow 

rain capes!! The last time they used the “real” yellow 

slickers was in 1980. They were my favorite.

Sam wouldn’t let me chant like Dad did when we visited 

pre-1980.
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Tue Aug 7

Fran’s Diary Tue Aug 7

Breakfast in our room — once again we forgot to put 

blueberries on our cereal. Had time for a swim at King’s 

Inn — very refreshing!!

11:15 am: off to fill-up; buy some bread & hit a Starbuck’s 

— what a treat — they’re brewing French Roast.

12:10 pm: heading to the QEW ,the Don Valley Parkway, 

& the 401.

1:45 pm: veer off QEW to Lakeshore Drive for our lunch. 

Find some shaded picnic tables near the Harbour Front 

Circus School.

4:30 pm: arrive at the Dancey’s in Peterborough.
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Wed Aug 8

Fran’s Diary Wed Aug 9

11:30 am: head out to the Peterborough Lift 

Lock. The car starts (with only a few coughs).

4:10 pm: switch to Highway 2 at Napanee 

(Hope it will be a cooler drive). Stop at 

Timmy’s for a pee & cold drink AND...the car 

won’t start!!!

~5:00pm: Bill phones CAA — after a lot of fuss 

about how it doesn’t cover RVs (a Westy is an 

RV!!!) they finally decide they can come, we 

only weigh 1300 & not 3000 like the lighter 

RVs.
6:10 pm: we’re still waiting.

6:30 pm: we are off again after a boost from 

the CAA guy.

We stay on the #2 for a visit to Odessa - find 

the Old Mill House & a plaque where the Mill 

actually was (the first time I’ve noticed it). 

Then — with one fright from a stall — we are 

back on the 401 & heading to the 1000 Islands 

parkway & our camp site (#49) at 358 1000 

Islands Parkway.
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Thu Aug 9

Fran’s Diary Thu Aug 9

7:38 am: up for my wash & coffee. We used the back screen for the first time last night (it was muggy). It helped, but 

the bottom of the sleeping bag slips out as did Bill’s shirt. It will have to be duct tape to the rescue (if necessary) since 

there are no snaps along the bottom.

Will the car start today? Bill had heard back from Grant confirming his own hypothesis: it is either the ignition 

switch or the solonoid.

It started!!!

10:10 am: off to Upper Canada Village with Bill at the wheel. Then the rain comes down in torrents.

11:30 am: arrive at Upper Canada Village — the rain has abated but we take our rain gear into the Village.

7:45 pm: Home at last!! [273465 km]

6,454 km Victoria to Montreal
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Fri Aug 10
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Sat Aug 11

Sun Aug 12
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Mon Aug 13
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...actually Tue Aug 14
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